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Grand theft auto advance esrb

Rating Summary In this open-world action game, players take on the role of three criminals whose plot interseves in the fictional city of Los Santos. Players can switch between characters to follow their story, performing missions that often involve criminal activity (e.g. stealing cars, carrying out robberies, killing targets).
Players use pistols, machine guns, sniper rifles and explosives to kill various enemies (e.g. rival gang members); Players also have the ability to shoot non-enemy civilians, although this can negatively affect players' progress as the punishment system triggers a broad police search. Blood-squirt effects occur frequently,
and the game contains a rare display of dismeration. In one sequence, players are directed to use various tools and means (e.g. pipe keys, tooth removal, electrical flow) to obtain information from the character; the sequence is intense and prolonged and involves interacting with the player (i.e. responding to on-screen
challenges). The game contains a depiction of sexual material / activity: implicit felation and masturbation; various sexual acts that the character of the player procures from a prostitute - while in these sequences no nude is shown, various sexual moans can be heard. However, the nathot is present mainly in two
environments: topless lap dancing in a strip club and a place that includes male cult members with exposed genitalia in an unsecated context. In the game, TV programs and radio ads contain cases of mature humor: countless sexual jokes; images of raw waste water and feces on the worker's body; a short example of
necrophilia (no whiteness is displayed). Some sequences within a larger game allow players to use narcotics (e.g. smoking from a bong, lighting marijuana joint); cocaine use. The character of players can consume alcohol at different times and drive under the influence. The words f**k, c*nt and n**ger can be heard in the
dialogue. Learn more about esrb ratings Share the ESRB logo. The Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB) is a self-regulatory organization that applies and applies ratings, advertising guidelines, and online privacy policies for computer and video games and other entertainment software in the United States and
Canada (officially adopted by each province from 2004-2005). It was founded in 1994 by the Association of Interactive Digital Software. By the beginning of 2003, it rated more than 8,000 titles submitted by 350 video game publishers. Many believe that the ESRB may support media restrictions, while others think it is
necessary for the software to have content ratings. The decision to establish the ESRB was influenced by the graphic fatality of mortal kombat's murderous movements and other controversial video games depicting violent or sexual situations at the time and pressure from the United States Government. The ESRB
overview applies game ratings based on their content, similar to the movie rating systems used in many countries. They aim to help consumers determine the content and suitability of the game. The game's rating appears on its box, media, ads, and game websites. The rating system is voluntary and companies do not
have to submit a game for evaluation before selling. However, almost all game publishers in the United States use the system. The rating has two parts: rating symbols and content descriptors. Rating symbols are usually located in the lower right or lower left corner on the front of the box, indicating for which age group
the game is most suitable. Content descriptors are located on the back of the field, usually in the lower-left or lower-right corner, describing specific elements of the content that may be interesting or disturbing. Symbols Symbols used by the ESRB are stylized images of alphabetical letters to express the game's
effectiveness at first glance. Although they were originally white with a black outline (as shown in the K-A rating logo), the rating letters were displayed as completely black letters (to make them more readable) from a later part of 1999. Historical criticism of this rating system has centered on its vague definitions of age
groups and reliance on seemingly arbitrary writing systems. Below is a table explaining the ESRB evaluation system with a description of what each letter represents. ESRB EARLY CHILDHOOD EVALUATION: Contains content that may be suitable for children from 3 years of age. It does not contain any material that
parents would consider inappropriate. The games that fall under this rating are specially designed for young children and are usually of an educational nature. However, some educational games with more complex problems (such as the Dr. Brain series) can be rated E. E - Everyone: Contains content that may be
suitable for all ages. Titles in this category may include minimal cartoon, fantasy or mild violence and/or rarely the use of mild language. It is often likened to a G rating mpaa. It was known as K-A (Children - Adults) until 1998. E10+ — All over 10 years of age: Contains content that may be suitable for children over 10
years of age. Titles in this category may include multiple cartoons, fantasy or mild violence, mild language, minimal and/or rarely blood and/or minimal suggestive themes. Added to esrb rating icons on March 2nd, 2005. Donkey Kong: Jungle Beat was the first game to receive this rating. Super Smash Bros. Melee and
the Incredibles might have had this assessment if they had been released after that date. This rating is often likened to MPAA's PG Rating. T — Teen: Contains content that may be suitable for children from 13 years of age. Titles in this category may include violence, suggestive topics, rude humor, mild sexual content,
and/or frequent use of strong tongue. It is often likened to the MPAA's PG-13 rating. M — Mature: Contains content that may be suitable for children from 17 years of age. Titles in this category may include intense violence, blood and blood, sexual content and/or strong language unsuitable for young audiences. It is often
likened to MPAA's R rating, and is the equivalent of a video game. Many retailers (such as Wal-Mart) have a policy of not sell games with this rating to minors without parental presence and approval. AO — Adults only: Contains content that is suitable for adults only. Titles in this category may include long-term scenes of
intense violence and/or graphic sexual content and whiteness. This is often compared to the MPAA's NC-17 rating because of similar age limits and the amount of restrictions that are placed for sale. Since 2006, there are 22 AO rated products, most of which are available on Windows and Apple Macintosh computers, as
well as Phillips CD-i. The AO rating is the subject of aroused controversy due to the extreme restrictions it places on game sales. Remarkably, Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas has been re-rated by the AO due to the release of the Hot Coffee hack. Note: After the code in Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas was patched on
pc, the second edition was released with an old Mature rating. RP - Evaluation pending: The product has been submitted to the ESRB and is awaiting final evaluation. This symbol will only appear in your ad before the game is released. Grand Theft Auto game ratings esrb have rated GTA games ranging from T (Teen) to
AO (adults only), although most games in the series have been given an M rating (Mature). Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas was superbly re-evaluated after the Hot Coffee incident, where its M rating was removed and changed to AO. 2nd edition of the game was released shortly after and the game has regained its rating
M. GTA series is rated as follows: Content Descriptors Please note that content descriptors are not always printed as below, other words added to further clarify highlighted content such as Mild Blood and Mild Suggestive Themes may have. Reference to alcohol - reference to alcoholic beverages and/or their depictions.
Animated blood — Faded and/or unrealistic depiction of blood. Blood — Depiction of blood. Blood and Gore — Depiction of blood or mutilation of body parts. Cartoon Violence — Violent actions involving cartoons or animated situations and characters. It may also include violence where the character is unharmed after the
action has been brought. Comic Mischief — A depiction or dialogue involving a slap or suggestive humor. Raw Humor - Depiction or dialogue involving vulgar antics, including bathroom humor. Drug Reference - Link to and/or images of illegal drugs. Edutainment Product Content development of skills or strengthening
learning within the entertainment environment. Skills development is an integral part of the product. Fantasy Violence - Violent actions of a fantasy nature, involving human or non-human characters in situations easily distinguished from real life. Information - The total content of the product contains data, facts, resource
information, reference materials or instructional text. Intense violence - A graphic and realistic-looking depiction of physical conflict. It may include extreme and/or realistic blood, gore, weapons, and depictions of human injuries and death. Language – Mild to moderate use of profanity. Lyrics - Mild references to profanity,
sexuality, violence, alcohol, or drug use in music. Mature humor - depiction or dialogue involving adult humor, including sexual references. Mild Lyrics – Mild references to profanity, sexuality, violence, alcohol, or drug use in music. Moderate violence – Mild scenes depicting characters in dangerous and/or violent
situations. Whiteness - Graphic or long-lasting depiction of whiteness. Partial whiteness - a brief and/or slight display of whiteness. Real-time gambling – The player can play, including betting or betting on real cash or currency. (Note: This handle only appears for adult-rated games) Sexual topics - Moderate to moderate
sexual references and/or views. May include partial whiteness. Sexual violence – Depictions of rape or other sexual acts. Simulated gambling — The player can play without betting or betting real cash or currency. Some adult help may be needed - designed for very young ages, used for games rated early childhood.
Strong language - explicit and/or frequent use of profanity. Strong lyrics – Explicit and/or frequent references to profanity, sex, violence, alcohol, or drug use in music. Strong sexual content – Graphic references to sexual behavior and/or depictions of sexual behavior, including, where applicable, whiteness. Suggestive
topics – mild provocative references or materials. Reference to tobacco — reference to tobacco products and/or their illustrations. Drug use – Consumption or use of illegal drugs. Alcohol use – consumption of alcoholic beverages. Tobacco use - Consumption of tobacco products. Violence — Scenes involving an
aggressive conflict. Discontinued Content Handles The following content descriptors have been updated and are no longer in use, but may appear in games published earlier. Animated Blood and Gore - Cartoon or pixilated images of blood or mutilation of body parts. Animated Violence - Cartoon or pixilated scenes
depicting animated characters in dangerous and/or violent situations. Gambling - Betting-like behavior. Gaming - Betting-like behavior. Mature Sexual Themes - Provocative material, possibly including partial whiteness. Mild animated violence - Mild cartoon pixilated scene scenes animated characters in dangerous
and/or violent situations. Mild realistic violence - Mild photographic-like detailed depictions of characters in dangerous and/or violent situations. Reading skills, fine motor skills, higher-level thinking skills – These phrases are only found on products evaluated by early childhood and show whether children's reading,
computer, or other skills are used in these degrees. Realistic Blood - Photographic-like detailed depiction of blood. Realistic Blood and Gore - Photographic-like detailed depiction of blood or mutilation of body parts. Realistic Violence - Photographic-like detailed depictions of characters in dangerous and/or violent
situations. See also External Links Wikipedia has an article about: Entertainment Software Rating Board Wikipedia Community content is available in cc-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Noted.
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